SpeedBOX is a professional, universal machine made for cellophane
wrapping / packaging of any type of box or other type of packaging with
cellophane, folds and welds typical of perfumes and cigarette packs. It is
special designed for cosmetics, medical items, candles soaps, games,
food, sweets, candles, soaps, gadgets, CD / DVD / BluRay or other
items of your imagination. SpeedBOX adapts to all the needs of small to
medium runs, saving a very expensive and difficult industrial process.
You can produce at home or restore the packaging of any box quickly
with results identical to the very expensive industrial machines. Thanks
to the use of the same reels for professional use, you can cut the film,
make precise creases and seals, perfectly wrapping your box without
any waste or scrap.
There are 2 versions the SpeedBOX-35 and SpeedBOX -50 wide
differentiated according to the maximum width of the bobine that they
can manage. They are completely manual machines, but acquiring a
discreet operation you can pack up to 150 boxes per hour which vary
according to the size of the box.
Make your own packaging at home, greatly reducing costs and
enormous logistics problems!

SEALING POINT MODULE: (Available Standard and PRO-DIG) Give your packs more elegance by fixing the sides flaps of the cellophane in
one place as in high-level cosmetics. CUTTING MODULE: Ideal for the needs of packaging always different boxes, it allows to trim excess
cellophane adapting it to your needs good for sampling or to restore boxes. STRIP DISPENSER: You can insert the quick opening tape
typical of the candy packages to easily unwrap the package.
THECNICAL DATA:
.
Packaging: any type of rigid / semi-rigid box
Production capacity: up to 150 pieces per hour (variable according to size)
Film cutting: Automatic thermal blade ni / cr
Welding: Stabilized thermal panel
Default panel operating temperature: 135 °
Heater temperature stability: ± 1 °
Temperature: room setting -150 ° step 1 °
Internal thermal protection
Adjustable Cellophan tension-clutch
Thermal blade engagement protection
Cellophan: COEX Bi-Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP)
Usable cellophane thickness: 25/30/35 Mic
Maximum reel width: SpeedBOX: 35 cm - SpeedBOXwide: 50 cm
Maximum reel diameter: 28cm (11 ")
Dimensions: SpeedBOX35 42x19x45 / SpeedBOX50 56x19x45 (reel exc.)
Power supply: 110VAC / 60Hz - 220VAC / 50Hz - 350W
Weight: net 10Kg / 17kg - reel excluded - 100% CE PARTS ONLY
ADD ON – OPTIONS : :
1-SEALING POINT MODULE - Analogic Fixed temp incl. mounting braket
2-SEALING POINT PROFESSIONAL - Digital controlled Variable
3-CONTINUOUS CUTTING MODULE - Allow to Trim the mounted film
4-STRIP DISPENSER MODULE - Strip for quick package opening
5-EXTRA SPOOL BAR - Additional bar set for a quick reel replacement
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